Three dimensional FLASH magneto-hydrodynamics(MHD) modeling is carried out to interpret the OMEGA laser experiments of strongly magnetized, highly collimated jets driven by a ring of 20 OMEGA beams. The predicted optical Thomson scattering spectra and proton images and are in good agreement with a subset of the experimental data. Magnetic fields generated via the Biermann battery term are amplified at the boundary between the core and the surrounding of the jet. The simulation predicts multiple axially aligned magnetic flux ropes with alternating poloidal component. Future applications of the hollow ring configuration in laboratory astrophysics are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersonic, well collimated outflows are ubiquitous in many astrophysical systems, such as young stellar objects (YSO) [1] , active galactic nucleus (AGN) [2] and gammaray bursts (GRB) [3] . Despite various astronomical observations, theoretical studies, and numerical modelings of astrophysical jets, many fundamental questions remain, e.g. launching mechanism, composition, morphology of the magnetic field and stability. Magnetic fields permeate the universe, but their origin is not fully understood, especially in astrophysical jets. A variety of ideas have been proposed in which seed magnetic fields could be created. However, this mechanism has only been demonstrated in the laboratory recently [4, 5] .
With advances in large laser facilities, scalable laboratory experiments to study astrophysical phenomena have become achievable. Over the years, experiments have been performed to study astrophysics utilizing highintensity lasers at the OMEGA laser facility at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics(LLE), and the National Ignition Facility(NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as well as laser facilities in other countries [6, 7] . Laboratory produced jets with proper dimensionless parameters may provide an alternative platform to study the jets of astrophysical scales.
A new way of launching high density and high temperature plasma jets using multiple intense laser beams is to utilize the hollow ring configuration as proposed by Fu et. al [8, 9] . It was demonstrated in two dimensional numerical simulations that a bundle of laser beams of given individual intensity, duration and focal spot size, produces a supersonic jet of higher density, temperature and better collimation, if the beams are focused to form a circular ring pattern on a flat target instead of a single focal spot. The Biermann Battery ( ∇n e × ∇T e ) term [10] can generate and sustain strong toroidal fields downstream in the collimated jet outflow far from the target surface.
Those simulations were carried out in two dimensional cylindrical geometry, where the intensity variation along the ring due to individual laser beams were neglected. Three dimensional simulations are necessary to understand formation and evolution of the jet in the actual experiments.
The ring jet experiments were designed and carried out on OMEGA laser facility in 2015 and 2016 [11] . We used 20 OMEGA beams to simultaneously irradiate the target forming a ring pattern. Each beam delivers 500J energy in 1ns. In this paper, we aim to use three dimensional FLASH [12] simulations to explain the observed jet parameters in the experiments. Using the MHD results, we can predict the diagnostics outcomes from first principles. In Sec. II, we describe the experiment design to produce laboratory jets on OMEGA laser and the simulation methods to model the experiment. Simulation results are discussed in Sec. III. The validation against a subset of experimental data is discussed in Sec. IV.
II. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Non-ideal magneto-hydrodynamics in FLASH code
The FLASH code[13] is used to carry out the detailed physics simulations of our laser experiments to study the formation and dynamics of the jet and the origin of magnetic fields. FLASH [12, 14] is a publicly available, multiphysics, highly scalable parallel, finite-volume Eulerian code and framework whose capabilities include: adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), multiple hydrodynamic and MHD solvers, implicit solvers for diffusion using the HYPRE library and laser energy deposition. FLASH is capable of using multi-temperature equation of states and multi-group opacities. Magnetic field generation via the Biermann battery term has been implemented and stud- Note that the red and green spots form a 5-fold symmetry and the blue spots form a 10-fold symmetry.
ied in FLASH recently [15] .
FLASH solves the non-ideal MHD equations in code units [4] . A cartesian grid with (256 × 256 × 512) zones is used to resolve a (3mm × 3mm × 6mm) domain, corresponding to ∼11µm per cell width. The number of cells we use is sufficient to resolve the spatial distribution of all the quantities that the plasma diagnostics are able to resolve in the OMEGA experiments. The plasma has zero initial magnetic field. The laser target is modeled as a 3mm diameter and 0.5mm thick disk with the composition listed in Table I . To model the material properties of the CH and CH+dopant targets, we utilize the opacity and EoS tables computed with PROPACEOS [16] . We use the equation of state of helium in the chamber with initial density equal to 2 × 10 −7 g/cc, which should have been vacuum. The helium does not affect the simulation significantly, as the mass, momentum and energy budget in the modeled helium is much less than 1%. To suppress the magnetic field from numerical artefact, we turn off the Biermann battery term and use the largest allowed magnetic resistivity in the explicit solver for each time step in the regions with density lower than 2×10 −5 g/cm 3 . To model the laser driven blowoffs, we use the spatial and temporal specifications of each of the twenty OMEGA driver beams. The 20 driver beams are turned on and turned off simultaneously with a 1ns pulse duration. Each delivers 500J energy on a target flat-top. The radius of each beam is 125µm. The laser spots are arranged to form a ring pattern of radius d, as shown in Fig 1. The target is 0.5mm thick to prevent the burn- He protons, the source stands 1cm from TCC, while the image plate CR39 is located 17cm from TCC on the other side. For the TNSA protons, the source stands 0.8cm from TCC, while the radiochromic film pack is located 16.5cm from TCC on the other size. The X-ray framing camera(XRFC) images the jet from at 38°from axis, which is not modeled in this work.
through. When a mega-gauss field is present, the cross field electron heat conductivity is suppressed relative to the nonmagnetic case. Using the electron heat conductivity for unmagnetized case can potentially underestimate the electron temperature in the jet. To study the effect of suppressed electron heat conduction, we do simulations with no heat conduction for comparison. For 3T treatment, the RAGE-like approach is used to distribute energy among three components. The RAGE-like approach is physically accurate in smooth flow, but does not distribute internal energy correctly among the ions, electrons, and radiation field at shocks. This approach potentially underestimates the ion temperature in the jet core. We correct the ion temperature based on the shock jump condition with conservation of ion enthalpy flux. A more accurate modeling will require the anisotropic heat conduction in strong magnetic field and modified energy distribution calculation in the shock. However, these two are beyond the current scope of the FLASH code.
For convention, t = 0 is the time for laser turn on. The z direction is perpendicular to the surface of the target plane. The jet is formed in the z > 0 region. We also use cylindrical coordinates where r = 0 is the central axis of the target. The target surface is located at z = 0. Axial direction is along z axis. Toroidal or azimuthal direction is the ϕ direction in the cylindrical coordinate system. Target chamber center(TCC) is at x = y = r = 0, z = 0.25cm.
B. Optical Thomson scattering
Optical Thomson scatting [17, 18] is used to probe the electron/ion temperatures, electron density and flow velocity at TCC. We used one probe beam with 1ns pulse, 25 ∼ 50J energy and 532nm wavelength(2ω) as the backlighter. The intensity distribution of the probe beam is 70µm FWHM 2D gaussian.
We model the Thomson scattering spectrum using the 3D FLASH simulation results. The spatial profiles of electron density, electron/ion temperature, flow velocity, and fraction of species are taken as the input for the spectroscopy code [19] . The heating by the probe beam is modeled by laser absorption term Q las as in Eq(??) and (??). The dispersion relations for ion acoustic wave and electron plasma wave [19] are used to calculate the power output. The final power output is weight averaged by the spatial intensity distribution of the probe laser. The instrument broadening [20] is taken into account in the modeling spectrum.
The experimental data are also fitted using the model(see more results in Gao et. al. 2018 ) to compare with the plasma quantities averaged (200µm)
3 cube centered at TCC.
C. Proton radiography
Our OMEGA experiments used two types of proton sources to map out the magnetic fields (1) DD(3MeV) and D 3 He(14.7MeV) protons from fusion reaction driven by 24 OMEGA beams [21, 22] . The actual spectrum is typically an up-shifted symmetric gaussian distribution, FWHM=320keV centered at 3.6MeV for DD protons, FWHM=670keV centered at 15.3MeV for D 3 He protons. The emitting position of protons follows a 3D gaussian distribution with e-fold radius equal to 20µm, and the burn time is 150ps [22] ; (2) Broadband protons up to 60MeV driven by an OMEGA EP beam via Target Normal Sheath Acceleration(TNSA) mechanism [23] . The actual spectrum is typically an exponential distribution with effective temperature 3.79MeV for our copper backlighter target [24] . The initial position of protons at the source follows a 3D gaussian distribution with e-fold radius equal to 5µm [22] , and the pulse duration is 1ps. For the DD and D 3 He protons, the source stands 1cm from TCC, while the image plate CR39 is located 17cm from TCC on the other side. For the TNSA protons, the source stands 0.8cm from TCC, while the radiochromic film pack is located 16.5cm from TCC on the other side.
The modeling for proton radiography is composed of (1) sampling for the source distributions mentioned above, (2) solving the trajectory of the protons, (3) recording the protons on the detector plane.
The deflection of protons in electromagnetic fields is calculated by solving the Newton-Lorentz equation
In a typical MHD fluid, E ≈ v h c B, where v h is the hydrodynamical velocity scale of the fluid. The ratio of electric force to magnetic force is
vp . For a proton with energy larger than ∼ MeV, the proton speed v p is much larger than v h , so we use electric field E = 0 approximation in the modeling. The energy lost is calculated throughout the proton motion from the NIST PSTAR table [25] . Protons lose significant amount of energy in the remaining solid target with density ∼ 1g/cc.
We assume that the detector for DD protons has uniform sensitivity for protons with E > 2MeV, and that for D 3 He protons has uniform sensitivity for all protons with E > 14.4MeV. The TNSA proton energy range that each film is primarily sensitive to is E > E 0 , and the deposited energy per proton is proportional to (E − E 0 ) −1/2 , while no energy is deposited for E < E 0 . The characteristic energy E 0 is different for each pack in radiochromic film. Temporal smearing of TNSA protons images is neglected because the pulse duration is short. Temporal smearing of DD and D 3 He protons is calculated using the integral of the second order interpolation among successive images with 0.1ns intervals.
III. FLASH SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Hydrodynamics
The jet is formed by the merging of the plasma plumes produced by 20 individual OMEGA beams through a strong cylindrical shock. By using a large ring radius, the flows will not collide immediately while the lasers irradiate the target. For the collision at later time with more available room, the flows develop larger radial velocities which become more supersonic. Thus a stronger cylindrical shock is generated near the z axis. For the cylindrical shock, the surrounding is in the upstream and the central core is in the downstream. It is a hydrodynamic shock where the plasma β is much larger than unity. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the jet for d = 800µm CH target simulation. The jet is supersonic and well collimated. It travels several millimeters by t = 3ns. The jet keeps traveling and expanding so that the length L and the radius R keep growing even after 3ns. The size of the jet is much larger than the laser spot size.
The properties of the jet become more interesting as the ring radius d increases. Figure 4 shows the shape of the jet for different laser ring radii at t = 3ns. Figure 5 shows the evolution of electron/ion temperature, electron density and flow velocity at TCC for different runs in the FLASH simulation. The quantities are calculated by averaging over a (200µm) 3 cubic around TCC(r = 0, z = 0.25cm). The peak electron/ion temperature on-axis Table II : Comparison of plasma properties for different ring radii and targets at t = 3ns and r = 0, z = 2.5mm. The n e , ρ, T e , T i and B are calculated by averaging over a (200µm) 3 cubic around TCC. The jet length L is the defined by the point on the z axis where electron density drops to 3 × 10 18 cm −3 . The radius R is defined by reading the position in z = 2.5mm plane where the density scale height |∇ log ρ| −1 reaches minimum. Columns 2 to 5 are for pure CH targets.
Electron density ne(cm is higher for larger ring radius. Comparing to the case where d = 0, the temperatures for d = 800µm or d = 1200µm are about one order of magnitude higher. The peak electron density is highest for d = 800µm, which is one order of magnitude higher than the d = 0 case. The ratio L/R of the jet becomes larger(see Table II ) as d gets larger. Large ring radius also reduces the opening angle of the jet. The flow velocity is hardly affected by increasing d. These results are in good agreement with previous 2D cylindrical hydrodynamics simulations by Fu et. al. [8] using 2D FLASH. The simulations in this work are in 3D cartesian geometry. The full details of the laser configuration are taken into account. In 3D simulations, even though there is the azimuthal asymmetry of the laser intensity on the target as shown in Figure 1 , the jet is still well collimated and has similar hydrodynamical properties as in the 2D cylindrical case. The azimuthal asymmetry level for electron density can exceed 10%, and the pattern of density distribution in z-slice resembles a "sun flower" as shown in Figure 7 .
The jet for 2% Fe dopant shot is slightly different than the one without dopant, as shown in Figure 6 . The jet in a dopant shot radiate several times more than that in a non-dopant shot. But the radiative cooling time at t = 3ns for the jet is much large than nanosecond even in the dopant shot. Thus, the radiation cooling(see Table IV) has little to do with the shape of the jet after it has grown to millimeter size. For an earlier time, however, cooling rate is large enough to play a role. As a result, the electron temperature at TCC for doped jets is always lower than that in the non-doped jets with the same ring radius d. The reduction in electron temperature relaxes the cylindrical shock. Thus, more electrons flow into the core, which causes the jets in dopant shots to have higher electron density than the non-dopant ones. In both doped and non-doped case, the jets are always optically thin.
A list of on-axis plasma properties from a snapshot in FLASH simulation results is listed in Table III using the snapshot for d = 800µm case at t =3ns. Other relevant physical terms can be deduced from the scales and dimensionless numbers in Table III . The plasma in the jet is fully ionized, i.e A = 6.5 and Z = 3.5 for non-doped shots, A = 7.49 and Z = 3.95 for doped shots. The optical Thomson scattering diagnostics are simulated and discussed in Sec. IV A. By including laser energy deposition from the probe beam, the hydrodynamical variables in a small region of around (100µm)
3 will change significantly. This effect is significant for the analysis of diagnostics, but not of the main interest in the dynamical evolution of the jet.
B. Magnetic fields
Without any initial magnetic fields, the seed magnetic filed is generated via the Biermann battery term caused by the individual beam heating. The azimuthal asymmetry in the system is significant for the generation of seed fields. In table III, the Hall number Ω H is much larger than the Biermann number Bi. The Hall term is zero if B = 0, so it does not generate seed fields. Thus the Hall term (− c e ∇ × (∇B)×B 4πne ) is neglectable in our system. Biermann battery term is the only source term in the generalized Ohm's law that we calculate in FLASH simulation. Magnetic resistivity is also included in the computation. However, due to large magnetic Reynolds number, magnetic reconnection can hardly happen until later on.
The generation and evolution of the axial dominant magnetic field is demonstrated in Figure 7 . Because of the radial temperature gradient(see Figure 7(a) ) and the azimuthal density gradient(see Figure 7(b) ), the Biermann battery term ( e ∇T e × ∇n e ) is mainly in axial direction. Toroidal dominated magnetic fields are only generated near the surface of the target, where there is little azimuthal density gradient but large axial density gradient. At millimeter above the target surface, the magnetic field is generated in the surrounding(the ring near r ≈ 0.08cm in Figure 7 (c)) and advected into the core(the central part of Figure 7(d) ). The shock amplifies the axial magnetic field by a factor of ∼ 4 due to 
are in cgs units except temperature expressed in eV. The length scale is L approximately the width of the jet at z = 2.5mm, which is L ≈ 1mm. The n e , ρ, T e and T i at r = 0 are calculated by averaging over a (200 3 µm) 3 cubic around TCC. The n e , ρ, T e and T i at r = 1mm are calculated by averaging over a 200µm high and 200µm thick ring around r = 1mm, z = 2.5mm. B is calculated using the root of mean square in the same cubic. The variation of n e is ∆n e = n 2 e − n e 2 , similar for other variables.
Plasma property Formula Value at r = 0 Value at r = 1mm
Electron density ne(cm 
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Reynolds number Rm uL/η η = 3.2 × 10 the flux conservation as the plasma flows from the surrounding to the core. The cylindrical shock makes the magnetic field highly concentrated as shown in Figure  7 (e). Because the gradient of density alternates several times azimuthally, the generated axial field also alternates. The 5-fold symmetry in the field comes from the 5-fold symmetry in arranging the laser spots as shown in Figure 1 . The symmetry is slightly broken in the simulation due to the cubic cells and finite resolution. By using a larger ring of laser spots, the magnetic energy is more concentrated in the core of the jet as shown in Figure 9 and 10.
The magnetic field is mostly axial near the z axis and mostly toroidal near the surface of the target, as shown Table IV : Radiation properties of the jet at TCC for d = 800µm ring radius. The temperature and density are in Table II .
Plasma property Formula Value
Planck opacity κP (cm 2 /g) for CH target from PROPACEOS 1. Figure 3 : Three-slice plots for electron density(unit: cm −3 ) at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0.01cm planes in FLASH simulations. The unit is cm −3 . The z = 0.01cm plane in the simulation is (0.3cm) 2 rectangle. The ring radius is d = 800µm, and the target is CH. (a) t = 0.6ns (when laser is still on), (b) t = 1.4ns(0.4ns after the laser is turned off) (c) t = 2.2ns, (d) t = 3.0ns. These plots show the time evolution of the jet.
in Figure 7 (f) and Figure 8 . The width and the length of the field bundles grow with the jet. The maximum field strength exceeds mega-gauss. The maximum magnitude of magnetic field at t = 3.6ns increases with the radius d of the laser ring, as shown in Figure 10 . This is consistent with the 2D cylindrical simulation [9] . However, the full three dimensional simulation predicts a magnetic field axial polarized and much stronger than those in the two dimensional cylindrical simulation. In the 2D cylindrical simulation, the laser intensity is azimuthally uniform, thus the Biermann battery term only has the toroidal component. The hydrodynamical properties are not significantly affected by the magnetic pressure, because the value of the plasma β is around 70 in the core of the jet. However, the product of the electron gyro-frequency ω ce and electron collision time τ e (= 1/ν e ) is ω ce τ e ∼ 15 at r = 0 and ω ce τ e ∼ 9 at r = 1mm in Table III . Thus the electron heat conduction can be suppressed perpendicular to the field. The cross field electron conductivity scales as 1/(ω ce τ e ) 2 if ω ce τ e 1. The suppressed cross field electron conductivity can potentially make the jet narrower and the electron energy more concentrated. The detail of this effect is given in the comparison to experiments in Sec. IV A. In a strong magnetic field, the electron has small gyroradius r e . In Table III , r e smaller than the electron mean free path l e . This makes the electron component more collisional and fluid-like.
IV. DIAGNOSTICS MODELING AND COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS A. Optical Thomson scattering spectrum
Although we can fit the optical Thomson-scattering spectrum using the theoretical spectrum to infer the temperatures, density, and flow velocity, the gradient of these quantities near TCC can affect the spectrum and mislead the interpretation. As shown in Table III , the variation of some quantities can exceed 10% and thus significantly alters the spectrum. Moreover, the 2ω probe beam can potentially heat the plasma near TCC. In our simulation, the heating effect and all the gradients are taken into account. Instead of directly comparing the deduced quantities with those predicted in Figure 5 , we compare the synthetic spectrum with the data for experiment spectrum in Figure 11 . Figure 11 (a) and (b) shows that the heating from the TS probe has a significant impact on the measured spectra. Although the energy in the probe beam (25 ∼ 50J) is low compared to the drive beams, the 70µm diameter focal spot results in an intensity of 10 15 W/cm 2 . FLASH simulations are performed with and without the probe beam to study the impact of probe-beam heating. The locations of the TS peaks in the simulated spectra that included the probe beam are in much better agreement with the measured spectra. The effect is more pronounced for smaller ring radii because the electron temperature is lower, which leads to higher collisional absorption. The background of the measured EPW spectrum comes from the bremsstrahlung radiation, which is not calculated in the simulation. The bremsstrahlung shape is apparent when the electron density is larger than ∼ 10 20 cm −3 . The agreement for IAW spectrum is excellent for d = 0 when the heating is included, as shown in the first plot in 11(b). However, for finite d, the simulation always underestimates the width of the broadened line. The depth of the valley in the middle of the shape is corrected by including the heating effect, but we need further corrections to explain the under-predicted width.
As mentioned in Sec. III B, the cross field electron heat conduction is reduced in the presence of the strong magnetic field. The magnetic field in the jet is mainly in the axial(z) direction. Thus the electron heat diffusion along the radial direction should be slower than predicted, and higher electron temperatures are found in reality. The electron heat conduction parallel to the field is not affected. To implement the reduced and anisotropic elec- Figure 6 : Three-slice plots for electron density(unit: cm −3 ) at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0.01cm planes at t = 3ns for two different ring radii d and for two different types of targets in FLASH simulations. The unit is cm −3 . The scale is as same as Figure 3 tron heat conductivity is complicated. If the spatial scale of heat conduction is reduced from 100µm by a factor is (ω ce τ e ) 2 , then the scale will be ∼ 1µm. It is 1/3000 of the width of the simulation domain and below the resolution of the simulation. Turbulence may confound the transport properties at such a small scale. Moreover, the calculation using reduced heat conduction might be difficult to corporate with the laser module in FLASH. To get some sense of how reduced cross field heat conduction can play a role, we restarted the simulation from t = 1.2ns(0.2ns after the laser is off) by turning off the electron heat conduction.
Another reason for underestimating the IAW line width is the inaccuracy of rage-like energy apportion in our modeling. For the finite d case, strong and multiple shocks are presented. There are the shocks between the plumes generated by neighboring beams and the cylindrical shock surrounding the core. The core is usually a secondary downstream. The ion heating exists at all shocks, but is not calculated accurately. We use the shock jump condition with ion enthalpy conservation to estimate the the ion temperature increasing through the shock. Ions absorb little energy from probe beams. Thus, the ion temperature is an ideal quantity for making the comparison between the modeled values from FLASH simulations and fitted data points from the measured spectra. We show the results for the two corrections in the following. Nevertheless, neither of them is inclusive.
Turning off electron heat conduction
Figure 11(c) shows the IAW spectra at t = 3.9ns for different d with electron heat conduction turned off at 1.2ns. For d = 800µm, the modeled spectrum matches the experimental data very well. In the d = 400µm case the simulation still underestimates the width. A possible reason is that the heat conduction is turned off too late and the suppressed electron heat conductivity at early time is not taken into account. On the contray, the simulation overestimates the width in the d = 1200µm case. By turning off the electron heat condition, the conductivity might be over-suppressed.
Correction using ion enthalpy conservation
To explain the underestimation of ion temperature in FLASH due to the RAGE-like apportion of work among electrons and ions in the shock, we use the usual jump conditions and the ion enthalpy conservation applied to the cylindrical shock. The subscript is 1 for upstream(surrounding), and 2 for down stream(core). The velocities v 1 ad v 2 are in the shock frame so that v 1 > v 2 . The jump jump conditions are
The conservation of ion enthalpy is
By solving Eq(2) to (4) we get 
Combine Eq(6) and (7) we get that the ion temperature increases through the shock by
For the ideal gas, γ = 5/3. For the CH plasma, A = 6.5. The surrounding pressure p 1 = ρ1 mpA k(T i,1 + T e,1 Z). The surrounding pressure and ion temperature always have azimuthal variations. As a coarse estimation, we use the numbers at t = 3ns in Table III to approximate T i,1 + T e,1 Z ≈ 3T e,2 . We define v 0 such that m p v 2 0 = 1keV, so v 0 = 3.1 × 10 7 cm/s. Then Eq(8) can be written as
The velocity v is assumed to be the flow velocity v f times a factor ξ. We also assume that T i,1 ∆T i,2 ≈ T i,2 . By choosing ξ = 0.068, 0.14, 0.14 for d = 400, 800, 1200µm respectively, the corrected ion temperature is close to the experiment data around 3 ∼ 4ns, as shown in Figure 12 .
B. Proton radiography
The proton images are smeared by a few factors (1) Spatial smearing: the finite size of the proton source, which is ∼45µm for the fusion protons and ∼ 5µm for the TNSA protons; (2) Temporal smearing: the pulse duration of the proton source, which is ∼ 150ps for fusion protons and 1ps for TNSA protons. The pulse duration ∆t causes the smearing at length scale ∆l ∼ v∆t, where v is the characteristic speed of the plasma. For fusion protons, ∆l z ∼ 160µm, ∆l x,y ∼ 13µm, using the velocities in Table III . For TNSA protons with E = 10MeV, 
∆l z ∼ 1µm, ∆l x,y ∼ 0.15µm; (3) Spectrum smearing: the energy variation ∆E of the source proton. Derived from Eq(16) in Graziani et. al. [26] , the variation of deflection angle cause by ∆E is ∆E 2E times the deflection angle. If there is only spectrum smearing, assuming the proton is shifted by 200µm(which is typical) seen in the TCC frame, it is expected that the 10.2MeV TNSA protons with 2×14.7MeV resolve magnetic field at ∼ 5µm. The energy gain or lost from the electric field is estimated to be less than 0.1MeV, which is negligible compare to the ∆E of the beam itself. Overall, our FLASH simulation is able to resolve a smaller spatial scale than the experiment.
The simulation of images predicts the features observed in the experimental data. To the lowest order the light and dark patterns correspond to the averaged MHD current(∇ × B) projected along the light of sight [26] . The alternating axial field filaments result in several vertical dark and bright strips. The curved horizontal strip close to the surface of the target is produced by the large loop of surface toroidal field. Figure 13 shows the comparison between the simulation synthetic and experimen- 
tal D 3 He proton images. Figure 14 shows the comparison between the simulation synthetic and experimental 10.2MeV TNSA proton image. Figure 15 shows examples of the proton images for d = 400µm and d = 1200µm case. The good agreement between the synthetic images and the ones from experiment suggests that the magnetic field structures we predict using FLASH simulation are consistent with the structures in the experiments.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The FLASH simulation results were validated against a subset of experimental data from the OMEGA experiments. The creation of the jets and mega-gauss magnetic fields using the ring laser pattern is explained. 3D simulations reproduce some features in previous 2D cylindrical results [8, 9] . However, many new features emerges in 3D, e.g. the "sun flower" density pattern and the alternating para-axial magnetic field bundles. Some questions still remain, e.g. the under-prediction in line width in IAW TS spectrum in Figure 11 . An accurate modeling for the XRFC image requires some further implementation of cross-field heat conduction and ion shock heating in FLASH code. Simulations using higher resolutions are also desired. We will discuss the XRFC modeling in a future study.
The geometry of magnetic fields in our jets may be different from the generally believed models in many astrophysical context, e.g. the magnetic field of the jet along the axis of an accreting black hole [27] , where the toroidal field supposedly dominates. However, much can still be learned about the magnetic effect on jet collimation, stability and structure in the laboratory. The characteristics of the magnetized jet can be well controlled by tuning the ring radius and increasing number of beams. By varying the hollow ring radius, laser and target properties, we can achieve a large dynamic range for the jet parameters, thus creating a highly versatile laboratory platform for laser-based astrophysics. By using the jets we created, shocks and shear flows can be studied with jet-jet collisions.
The hollow ring laser platform is also ideally suited to scale up to NIF with 192 beams and more energy per beam, creating centimeter-sized magnetized jets. The jets produced with this NIF platform will have several distinctive properties from OMEGA experiments, but are of key importance for astrophysical jet modeling. The higher temperature, density, flow velocity, and magnetic field will lead to large dimensionless parameters. A turbulence regime is possible. The longer pulse on NIF can sustain the jet for longer time, so that the radiative cooling for doped targets become significant and useful to make the aspect ratio larger. The aspect ratio can become large enough( 10) that the stability study can become more relevant to astrophysics. The physical parameters of the jet can be tuned in such ways that various collisionless and collisional regimes of the plasma can be accessed. The dimensionless parameters for astrophysical jets may be better realized in the large scale jets of NIF. Magnetic field geometry may be tuned by increasing the number of beams. The data for ion temperature at TCC and the (200µm) 3 averaged value before and after the correction described in Sec. IV A 2. We choose ξ = 0.068, 0.14, 0.14 for d = 400, 800, 1200µm respectively in Eq(9).
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